CSC148 Lab#4, winter 2017
learning goals
In this lab you will practice tracing and implementing recursive functions where the input is a non-list or a
possibly-nested list, as presented in lecture. You may want to review lecture materials.
You should work on these on your own before Thursday, and you are encouraged to then go to your
lab where you can get guidance and feedback from your TA . There will be a short quiz during the last 15
minutes of the lab, based on these exercises.

reading recursion
Work through the recursion exercises to practice tracing and understanding a recursive function. Remember
to work from the simplest to more complex arguments and do not trace recursive calls that you have already
traced something similar for, just replace them by the value they produce.
Notice the structure of the code. There are up to three if..., elif..., else... blocks. The if and elif are for
arguments that don't decompose into parts that can be dealt with recursively, so they directly return a value
without any recursive subcall. The else is for the general case: combines and returns the results of several
recursive subcalls.

writing recursion
Open le ex3.py and save it under a new sub-directory called lab4. This le provides you headers and
docstrings for the functions you will implement, as well as a helper function we think you'll nd useful:
gather lists: There will be cases where you have a list whose elements are sub-lists, and what you'd really
like is to concatenate them into a single list. That's what gather lists does.

Now implement the following functions.

implement list all
Read over the header and docstring for this function, but don’t write any implementation until you ll in
the steps below:
1. One of the examples in our docstring is simple enough not to require recursion. Write out an if
condition that checks for such cases, and then returns the correct thing. Include an else... for when
the argument is not so easy to deal with.
2. Now suppose the function works correctly and does what the docstring claims: returns a list of the
non-list values from the list or non-list it is given. If you call the function on each element in a list
and it returns such a list, how will you combine the resulting list of lists into the correct output?

Go over these parts with your TA. After that, ll in the implementation and see whether it works.
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implement max length
Read over the docstring but again, don't write the implementation before working through the steps below.
1. In the docstring there is an example where the argument can't be broken into smaller, similar parts.
Write an if condition that detects such cases, and then returns the right thing. Add an else to deal
with lists that can be broken into parts that can be dealt with recursively.
2. Now assume the function works properly when it is called on the elements of a list: for a list, it returns
the maximum length of the list and all its sublists, or for a non-list it returns 0. If you call the function
and get a correct result for each element of a list, how can you correctly combine them so the function
gives the right result for the entire list? (Don't forget the length of the entire list gures into your
result).
Go over these parts with your TA. After that, ll in the implementation, and see whether it works.

implement list over
Read over the docstrings, then complete the steps below:
1. There are some arguments that cannot be decomposed into parts that can be solved by this same
function. Write if and elif conditions to detect these cases, and then return the correct values. Put an
else in place for the remaining cases, where the argument can be decomposed into recursive subcases.
2. Assume that the function now satis es the docstring for all the elements of a list: if the element is
string of length over n, it produces a list containing that string; if the element is another string, it
produces an empty list, and if it is a list of strings, it produces a list of those over length n. If the
function produced the correct result for each element of a list, how would you combine all those results
into the correct overall result?
Go over these parts with your TA, then implement the function and try it out on the given examples and
any others you think of.

quiz and exercise
About 20{25 minutes before the lab ends your TA will hand out a quiz. After 10 minutes, you will exchange
the quiz with your neighbour in order to write feedback on it. The TA will collect the quizzes and record
grades for them.
The other part of the lab is to nish implementing all functions in ex3.py. You will get achieve 10% of
the marks for the exercise by ensuring that python ta gives no warnings or errors. The remaining 90% of the
marks is divided between tests based on the doctest examples already given, and further tests that we will
run. All the functions you implement must be recursive.
Submit ex3.py on MarkUs before 10 p.m., Sunday February 5.
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